
21st Sep 2020 

THEME FOR THE DAY: “NIFTY LIKELY TO BE RANGE BOUND NEXT WEEK” 

 The call accumulation and the put accumulation are indicating that the market is 

likely to remain in a range. In the absence of any fresh cues, the market is likely to re-

main more stock specific with limited macro level trends. 

 

 With states opting for the government borrowing window to bridge the gap of 

Rs.97,000 crore, the GST issue between the centre and the states is likely to get re-

solved in a more amicable manner. That should be positive for markets. 

 

 FPIs were net buyers to the tune of Rs.205 crore while DFIs sold Rs.101 crore on 

Thursday. FPIs have been marginal net buyers in September but the DFIs continue to 

be net sellers in the same month. 

 

 The Dow and the NASDAQ were lower by over 1% on Friday as were the European 

markets. Even the SGX Nifty was nearly 50 bps lower in late trades on Friday. Global 

markets could be the key to deciding the direction of Indian markets on Monday. 

 

 With the pharma enthusiasm still on, we suggest buying into Cadila Healthcare at 

Rs.409 for targets of Rs.450 in one month time frame. Cadila is also licensed to 

manufacture Remdesivir and that is likely to be a boost for the stock. 

 

 Another stocks that looks underpriced at these levels is Glenmark at Rs.505 for tar-

gets of Rs.550. The company’s Favipiravir tablets are likely to see a greater level of 

demand as more asymptomatic cases are detected at an early stage due to robust test-

ing. 

 

 Traders should look to buy Amara Raja Batteries at Rs.755 for targets of Rs.810 in 

one month as the stock is best poised to benefit from the demand for batteries of 

green cars that is likely to increase sharply in the coming period. 

 

 The action could remain focused on the pharma sector during this week. Some deal 

announcements on the Reliance front are also expected. 
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